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Coevolutionary interactions between host and parasite genotypes Louis Lambrechts, Simon Fellous and Jacob C. Koella Laboratoire de Parasitologie Evolutive, CNRS UMR 7103, Universite´ Pierre et Marie Curie, CC 237, 7 quai St Bernard, 75252 Paris cedex 05, France



More than 20 years after Dawkins introduced the concept of ‘extended phenotype’ (i.e. phenotypes of hosts and parasites result from interactions between the two genomes) and although this idea has now reached contemporary textbooks of evolutionary biology, most studies of the evolution of host–parasite systems still focus solely on either the host or the parasite, neglecting the role of the other partner. It is important to consider that host and parasite genotypes share control of the epidemiological parameters of their relationship. Moreover, not only the traits of the infection but also the genetic correlations among these and other traits that determine fitness might be controlled by interactions between host and parasite genotypes.



The ‘extended phenotype’ The concept of ‘extended phenotype’ [1] is now widely used to describe that phenotypes of hosts and parasites result from not only their own genotype but also the genotype of their partner. The potential importance of this concept was shown in a recent theoretical model of host–parasite coevolution that considered that epidemiological traits are controlled by the interaction between the two partners [2]. However, most other theoretical studies of the evolution of host–parasite systems still consider that traits of infection such as host resistance or parasite virulence (see Glossary) are determined by the genotype of either the host or the parasite, but not both. In this article, we review the epidemiological and evolutionary importance of some of the extended phenotypes, review some experimental data supporting the concept and, in particular, argue that not only the epidemiological parameters of a host–parasite relationship but also the genetic correlations of these parameters with host and parasite life-history traits might be controlled by interactions between the two genomes. Evolutionary models of host–parasite interactions Most models of the evolutionary processes in host– parasite systems assume that the evolution of attack or defense strategies is governed by the balance of their evolutionary costs and benefits from the point of view of either the parasite or the host and, thus, hold the other partner constant. In other words, they consider that Corresponding author: Lambrechts, L. ([email protected]). Available online 23 November 2005



the traits of the relationship are determined by the genotype either of the host or of the parasite. For example, many theoretical studies have modeled the evolution of virulence, a trait that is usually assumed to be controlled exclusively by the parasite [3–7]. Reciprocally, other theoretical studies have focused on the evolution of host defenses [8–12] such as qualitative resistance (reduction of the probability of infection) and tolerance (reduction of detrimental effects of the parasite), ignoring the evolution of the parasite. Recently, more attention has been paid to coevolutionary processes, in which both the host and the parasite are considered to evolve [13–17]. This can lead to an epidemiological feedback, whereby the response to the evolutionary pressure changes the epidemiological situation that is responsible for the evolutionary pressure. But, again, most of these coevolutionary models assume that each trait of the relationship is controlled either by the host or by the parasite. Exceptions are gene-for-gene and matching-allele models (Box 1), in which the outcome of infection is determined by the specific combination of the host and the parasite genotypes. These models are supported by empirical studies showing that the compatibility of host– parasite systems is often based on genotype-by-genotype interactions (Box 2). In such systems, some hosts are compatible with a subset of parasite genotypes, whereas other hosts are compatible with another subset. However, gene-for-gene or matching-allele models, and experimental studies of genotype-by-genotype interactions usually focus on host–parasite compatibility (i.e. host qualitative resistance or parasite infectivity) and, thus, Glossary Gene-for-gene model: genetic model of infection assuming that, for each gene conferring resistance to the host, there is a corresponding gene in the parasite. Only a single combination of one allele of the host and one allele of the corresponding parasite gene prevents the infection (see Box 1). Genotype-by-genotype interaction: in a host–parasite system, describes the effect of the interaction of host and parasite genotypes on the outcome of infection (i.e. when the infection phenotype comprises a component that is specific to the particular combination of host and parasite genotypes) (see Box 2). Matching-allele model: genetic model of infection assuming that, for each gene conferring resistance to the host, there is a corresponding gene in the parasite with an equal number of alleles. For each allele of the host gene, only one ‘matching’ allele of the corresponding parasite gene enables infection to occur (see Box 1). Virulence: in evolutionary ecology, corresponds to the detrimental effects of parasite infection on host fitness, such as increased mortality rates or reduction in fecundity.
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Box 1. Gene-for-gene and matching-allele models The gene-for-gene hypothesis, originally formulated by Flor [29], was inspired by patterns of compatibility in plant–pathogen systems [30]. In a simple haploid single-locus gene-for-gene model (Table I), parasites harboring a ‘virulence’ (V) allele can infect all hosts, whereas parasites harboring an ‘avirulence’ (A) allele can infect ‘susceptible’ (S) hosts but not ‘resistant’ (R) hosts. In this interaction, some parasites can infect a wider range of host genotypes than can their competitors, and some hosts can resist infection by a wider range of parasite genotypes than can other hosts. Note that, in gene-for-gene models, virulence refers to the infectivity of the parasite and, thus, differs from the evolutionary ecology definition of virulence (which is provided in the Glossary). In matching-allele models, which were inspired by the self–nonself recognition mechanisms that underlie animal immune systems [31], infection occurs when the alleles of the parasite match the corresponding alleles of the host [32]. In a simple haploid singlelocus matching-allele model (Table II), parasites harboring a P1 allele can infect only hosts with the matching H1 allele, whereas parasites harboring a P2 allele can infect only hosts with the matching H2 allele. In this interaction, individual hosts are resistant



Table I. Host–parasite compatibility in a haploid single-locus gene-for-gene model Parasite genotype



Host genotype R Incompatible Compatible



A V



S Compatible Compatible



to only a portion of the parasite genotypes and, reciprocally, individual parasites can infect only particular host genotypes. No parasite is best at infecting all hosts, and no host is best at resisting all parasites.



Table II. Host–parasite compatibility in a haploid single-locus matching-allele model Parasite genotype P1 P2



Host genotype H1 Compatible Incompatible



H2 Incompatible Compatible



Box 2. Host genotype by parasite genotype interactions Assuming no environmental influence, the phenotype of infection traits in a host–parasite interaction (such as host resistance or parasite virulence) is expected to be determined by the host and the parasite genotypes. Host genotype by parasite genotype interactions are measured as the interaction effect in a statistical analysis of the infection phenotype as a function of host genotype and parasite genotype [21,33,34]. Such genotype-by-genotype interactions have been found to underlie the resistance of hosts to their parasites in many host– parasite associations, including plants to their fungal pathogens [30],
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snails to their schistosome parasites [35], bumble-bees to their trypanosome parasites [36], Daphnia to its bacterial parasite Pasteuria ramosa [33] and Anopheles gambiae mosquitoes to the human malaria parasite Plasmodium falciparum [21]. Genotype-by-genotype interactions can be visualized in a graphic representation of the infection phenotype as a function of host genotype (or parasite genotype), with each parasite genotype (or host genotype) being identified by a different line. To facilitate the visualization of interactions, the genotypes indicated on the x-axis should be ranked according to the mean value of their infection phenotype. In this type of graphic representation, parallel lines indicate the absence of genotype-by-genotype interactions, whereas non-parallel lines indicate these interactions. Figure I shows the infection phenotype (e.g. resistance or virulence) in a hypothetical host–parasite association that consists of two host genotypes (A and B) and two parasite genotypes (1 and 2). Figure II shows the graphic representation of genotype-by-genotype interactions underlying the qualitative resistance of mosquitoes to malaria parasites.
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Figure I. Infection phenotype of different hypothetical combinations of two host genotypes and two parasites genotypes. The two host genotypes (A and B) are arranged along the x-axis and each line represents one parasite genotype (parasite 1 genotype, black circles; parasite 2 genotype, white circles). (a) A main effect of parasite genotype is visualized by the vertical spacing between the two lines. (b) A main effect of host genotype is indicated by the positive slope of the lines, in addition to a vertical main effect of parasite genotype. (c,d) Host genotype by parasite genotype interactions are suggested by non-parallel lines. In (d), note that main-effect components can cumulate with an interaction. www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure II. Infection prevalence of three genetically different isolates of malaria parasites in nine mosquito genotypes. Nine genetic backgrounds of mosquito (ranked on the x-axis) were challenged with three genetically different isolates of Plasmodium falciparum (isolate 1, squares; isolate 2, circles; isolate 3, triangles). Although neither the mosquito genotype (PO0.5) nor the parasite isolate (PO0.5) had a main effect on the proportion of infected mosquitoes, the effect of the interaction between mosquito genotype and parasite isolate was highly significant (P!0.001), suggesting a strong genotype-by-genotype interaction (indicated by crossing lines). Figure adapted, with permission, from Ref. [21].
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ignore other important epidemiological traits such as transmission or virulence. Shared control of epidemiological traits Epidemiological traits were considered in a recent theoretical study of host–parasite coevolution that highlighted the importance of considering that each trait of the relationship is affected by both participants [2]. This model, in which the host and the parasite shared the control of several epidemiological traits (e.g. transmission, virulence and recovery), led to several novel predictions about the evolution of host defense and parasite virulence. In contrast to classical predictions [2], increasing the background mortality rate of the host, for example, can decrease parasite virulence. In addition to this model, there are several experimental studies supporting the idea that host and parasite genotypes share the control of not only compatibility but also every trait of infection. For example, virulence is a trait of infection that is usually assumed to be determined by the parasite. By definition, virulence includes all effects of the parasite on host life-history traits that are related to host fitness. But, reciprocally, one might expect that some of the host life-history traits are involved in its ability to reduce parasite virulence (i.e. host tolerance to infection). This has been investigated by testing the correlated response of the virulence of the microsporidian parasite Edhazardia aedis to the genetic selection on age at pupation of its mosquito host Aedes aegypti [18]. In this study, the rate of parasite-induced mortality of the host was higher in mosquito lines selected for late pupation than in lines selected for early pupation (Figure 1). In other words, the level of parasite virulence was determined partly by the genetic basis of mosquito age at pupation. This finding indicates that virulence is not a simple trait controlled by parasite genes alone. Rather, virulence is expressed in several traits due to subtle interactions between the genomes of the host and the parasite. One might, therefore, also expect virulence to 80
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Figure 1. Parasite-induced mortality (percentage dying before emergence) of three lines of mosquitoes selected for early (rapid) pupation (mean 6.9 days) and three lines selected for late (slow) pupation (mean 7.9 days) after four generations of selection. Larvae were exposed to 500 spores mLK1 (black diamonds) or 2000 spores mLK1 (white diamonds) of the parasite. Modified, with permission, from Ref. [18]. www.sciencedirect.com
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be governed by genotype-by-genotype interactions. However, in the one study in which the weight loss and anemia of two lines of rodent malaria parasites were compared in three genotypes of mice, no evidence of genotype-by-genotype interactions was found [19]. By contrast, other epidemiological traits – particularly resistance – are often governed by genotype-by-genotype interactions (Box 2). Overall, it is likely that most epidemiological traits of host–parasite relationships (including transmission and recovery) are neither traits of the parasite nor traits of the host, but are controlled by complex interactions between the two genotypes. This should not be fundamentally different if the host is simultaneously infected by several parasite genotypes. Because mixed-genotype infections are not equivalent to the sum of single-genotype infections [20], a mix of parasite genotypes can be considered as a particular genetic entity [21]. Shared control of genetic correlations A genetic correlation associates negatively or positively two traits that vary together among genotypes. Consequently, the evolutionary response of a trait is likely to be associated with changes in all the traits to which it is genetically correlated. In particular, if two traits that are positively related to fitness are negatively genetically correlated (an evolutionary trade-off), an increase in one trait is linked to a decrease in the other, so fitness cannot be maximized for both traits. Because of their crucial role in the coevolution of host–parasite relationships, genetic correlations are at the center of the theoretical framework of evolutionary epidemiology. It is worth mentioning again that evolutionary forces operate not only on epidemiological traits but also on every other fitness-related trait. Indeed, genetic correlations between epidemiological traits and life-history traits have been identified. For example, it is possible to select fruit flies genetically for an increased melanization rate of parasitoid eggs, and this correlates with a decrease in larval competitive ability [22]. It has been suggested that a resource trade-off links the higher hemocyte load underlying the higher qualitative resistance to parasitoids and the lower competitive ability [23]. Models that include an evolutionary cost of resistance assume such an evolutionary trade-off between resistance and any other fitness-related life-history trait. However, such trade-offs need not be constant but can be influenced, in particular, by parasite presence. For example, infection by the microsporidian parasite E. aedis influenced the genetic correlations among life-history traits in the mosquito Ae. Aegypti [24]. Indeed, there was a positive relationship in some cases between adult size and fecundity in uninfected mosquitoes, whereas infected mosquitoes showed the opposite trend. Genetic correlations between epidemiological and host life-history traits might also be influenced by parasite genotype. We suggest that not only individual epidemiological traits but also genetic correlations among the traits are under the shared control of the host and the parasite. This means that the genetic correlation between two traits observed within a host (or a parasite) population when
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In addition to potential genotype-by-environment interactions [26], or even genotype-by-genotype-byenvironment interactions [27], a shared control of genetic correlations by host and parasite genotypes might make the evolution of host–parasite interactions much more complex than was previously thought. Nevertheless, it could help to explain some puzzling issues of the evolutionary biology of host–parasite systems. For example, a classical hypothesis underlying theoretical studies of host–parasite relationships is the so-called trade-off model for the evolution of virulence [3]. According to this hypothesis, an increase in the rate of parasite growth is associated not only with an increase in the rate of parasite transmission but also with a decrease in host lifespan (i.e. increased virulence). Because reducing the lifespan of the host is usually detrimental to the parasite, an increase in the rate of parasite transmission is traded off with a minimization of virulence, leading to an optimal level of virulence at intermediate values. Numerous studies have investigated this trade-off experimentally and, although some of them succeeded in identifying the expected correlation, many failed [28]. A possible explanation for this inconsistency of empirical data could be that this trade-off varies according to the combination of host and parasite genotypes.
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Figure 2. Relationships between two hypothetical traits of two parasite genotypes infecting two host genotypes. The hypothetical traits are assigned arbitrary phenotypic values X and Y; parasite 1 is represented by black squares and parasite 2 is represented by white squares; the host genotypes are referred to as either A or B. Unbroken lines represent the genetic correlations between traits X and Y among hosts infected by parasite 1 (thick line) and parasite 2 (thin line). Broken lines show genetic correlations between parasites. (a) X and Y are negatively genetically correlated between hosts, and the slope of the correlation is the same for both parasites. (b) X and Y are negatively genetically correlated between hosts infected by parasite 1 and are positively genetically correlated between hosts infected by parasite 2.



interacting with a particular parasite (or host) genotype might be different when interacting with another parasite (or host) genotype (Figure 2). In a moderate case, the value of the slope might vary slightly, whereas in more-extreme cases the slope might switch from positive to negative values (or vice versa). Such a shared control of correlations and trade-offs by host and parasite genotypes has been suggested by a recent study of several populations of Arabidopsis thaliana that were infected by two strains of the fungal parasite Hyaloperonospora parasitica [25]. In this system, the correlation between host and parasite fitness (seed production and transmission, respectively) depends on the specific combination of host and parasite genotypes. Although host fitness and parasite fitness are negatively correlated when the host genotypes are challenged by one of the two pathogen strains, the correlation is positive (although not in a way that is statistically significant) when the same genotypes of the host are challenged by the other pathogen strain. To our knowledge, these data are the first to suggest that a genetic correlation depends on the interaction between host and parasite genotypes. www.sciencedirect.com



Future prospects Following the work of Restif and Koella [2], we emphasize that every epidemiological component of a host–parasite relationship can be controlled by the two interacting genomes. Furthermore, we suggest that genetic correlations such as trade-offs between epidemiological and life-history traits could be controlled by the interactions between host and parasite genotypes. This would have considerable evolutionary consequences for host–parasite coevolution. Indeed, hosts and parasites would reciprocally change the potential for an adaptive response of their partner by modifying the matrix of genetic covariances between life-history and epidemiological traits, leading to complex coevolutionary processes. We hope to encourage future theoretical and experimental studies to explore such interactions and their role in the evolutionary ecology and epidemiology of host–parasite associations. Acknowledgements We thank L. Salvaudon and J. Shykoff for sharing their data before publication, P. Agnew and R. Naylor for critical reading of the manuscript, and the two anonymous referees for valuable comments about an earlier version of the manuscript.
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